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ABSTRACT

An embedded image capturing and processing system can capture an image and also Selection of Raspberry Pi board module and its peripherals are because it can run the image capturing and recognition algorithm in a easy and effective manner when compared with other embedded platforms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Embedded ImageCapturing and Processing System (EICPS) are developed with an objective to capture an image and later using it for recognition of a person. In earlier days there were several this can be overcome through biometrics, since every human being has a different and unique biometric feature. Biometric identification has gained increasing attention during recent years. A large number of methods which are used for such identification are fingerprint, palm print, handwriting, face pattern and voice pattern.

The advantages of face recognition are as follows. Face image acquisition can be done without the knowledge of the user. It doesn’t require any physical contact, so it’s a non-invasiveness system. The probability to find two people in the world whose face textures are identical is very less making face recognition as the most accurate method and it has the lowest false recognition rate. The face recognition method is a stable method because unlike other biometric identification methods, face has more features and also it doesn’t varies with time. Because of these advantages, face recognition has been most widely used in research and development to design a system for security, accessing an equipment or access to a secured / prohibited area etc.

EICPS receives data i.e. images from the camera which is then transferred to the Raspberry Pi system and processed to store in a database residing on the memory or to recognize the person with the available face signatures.

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) provides a lot of computing devices which are less in cost and consume very less power. This paper proposes the design method of embedded image capturing and processing system.

Python is used as the main programming language for developing the application coding’s.

System Hardware Design: The designed system has the following blocks

- Image capturing camera
- Raspberry Pi board
- DVI compatible monitors

Figure 1. Block diagram of embedded image capturing and processing system

Raspberry Pi Board: The central module of the embedded image capturing and processing system is Raspberry Pi board. Main parts of the Raspberry Pi board are main processor, memory to store programs and images, power supply, HDMI Out, Ethernet port, USB ports and abundant global interfaces. Raspberry Pi board and its peripherals are shown in figure 2.

Main Processing Chip: The main signal processing chip in Raspberry Pi board is a Broadcom 700MHz Chip with a 32 bit ARM1176JZF-S RISC processor. It has very rich peripheral. This chip connects the camera unit and also captures the images through the camera.
Memory: The Raspberry Pi board does not have a built in memory like hard disk. This made us to depend on an external SD card for storing the operating systems (Linux based OS) and application programs. This Raspberry Pi module has a Micro SD card adaptor to insert the SD card memory.

Interfaces: Interfaces available in the Raspberry Pi board are
- 2 USB ports
- HDMI out
- A standard RCA composite video
- Lead
- Ethernet port
- Audio lead
- SD card Slot
USB ports are used to connect keyboard and mouse. HDMI out is used for connecting HD TVs to view the face acquired while training the system. If needed an analogue display can also be interface using standard RCA composite video lead. Ethernet port is used for networking for updating and getting new software for Raspberry Pi board. Audio lead can be used for hearing the stereo audio.

Camera Interface: Camera interface consists of following modules
- Programmable controls for frame rate
- 32 bytes of embedded one time programmable (OTP) memory
- Digital video port (DVP) parallel output interface
- Excellent Imaging and video capturing.

Training Mode: In this mode, the system is captures the user’s images in order to generate a face image database.

Recognition Mode: In this mode, the images which are captured from the camera module are processed and compared with the face image database available in the SD card memory. Here Eigen face algorithms are used for face recognition. Once the images are recognized with the face image database, the system gives authentication for the user otherwise it denies the access.
Face Recognition Algorithms: There are some traditional algorithms used for face recognition such as

- Eigen Face
- Fisher Face
- 2D-PCA
- Elastic Graph Matching.

Future Application: In total pattern matching the end to end part of the pattern is matched with other pattern whereas in partial pattern matching a part of the given pattern is checked for matching with the pattern which reduces the time.

2. CONCLUSION

Face recognition can be done through raspberry pi board with high illumination. In future the same project with slighter modifications in the software and hardware assembly, it can also be used for pattern recognition in Industries where a same pattern is manufactured in huge volumes.
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